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Book Descriptions:

D90 Manual Focus Point

Other Nikons require more fiddling, and with the D90, you can ignore this page except for special
situations. Focus Modes select either Auto or Manual focus. AF Controls set what happens when
youve selected auto focus. Then, after you know the names of the parts, Ill explain how to use them
along with the menu settings. If your lens has the same switch, you may use either, but they both
have to be in A to get autofocus. To select these, hold the AF Mode Selector and spin the dial just
behind it. Youll see the indication change on the top LCD, and see it change on the rear LCD if you
first hit the rear INFO button. Its my favorite because the D90 is so smart that it figures out if your
subject is moving or still, and automatically selects the correct mode above for each shot! This might
be handy if your soccer star runs behind a bunch of other people and you dont want the AF system
to hunt around for him until he pops back into view, but I never use this. I prefer to set it to auto
exposure lock only, in which case it has nothing to do with focus. Use it if you want to tell the D90 to
focus in one place, or start tracking a moving object from one place. When youve locked it so you
wont change your selected AF sensor, you still can use this control in the menus and in playback. Its
an electronic, not mechanical switch. It will lock anyway for still subjects in the default AFA mode. If
your photo is wellcomposed, without any distractions between you and your subjects, all ought to be
perfect. Dad had to shoot from behind the action. If I didnt tell it, the D90 and most cameras often
focus on moms arm instead, because its closer. The default AFA mode will figure it out for itself,
unless the players are standing still when you first start to hold the shutter to
compose.http://cobansut.com/userfiles/burley-d-lite-trailer-manual.xml

nikon d90 manual focus point, d90 manual focus point, d90 manual focus points, d90
manual focus point chart, d90 manual focus point camera, d90 manual focus point
definition.
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Now the D90 will focus where you tell it, and as your selected player runs around, the D90 not only
will track him as he gets nearer and farther, the D90 will track him as he runs around from left to
right inside the frame! It costs you nothing and is a huge help to me. These places have the best
prices and service, which is why Ive used them since before this website existed. I recommend them
all personally. If youve gotten your D90 through one of my links or helped otherwise, youre family,
so feel free to make a printout of this page for your camera bag. There is nothing worse than
spending money on a new camera, and then not being able to focus your shots. In this video John
will share four easy steps with you using only three settings, allowing you to obtain more anchored
shots. You will learn how to recompose your shots, switch your camera into manual mode, as well as
your focusing point modes. All Rights Reserved. In this blog, we are going to discuss about
“Autofocus Area” which allows us to choose which of the 11 focus points should be used to evaluate
and lock the focus. By default, Nikon D90 selects the focus area among available AF points itself,
which works perfect most of the time. But if you want to select the focus point yourself, you have to
change the default settings on the camera and that is what we are going to discuss next. When you
are in the menu, press the AFarea mode and you will be presented with the four options to set the
autofocus area mode. Let me explain these different modes in brief so that you can decide which
mode to use in your shooting environment. 1. Single point When this mode is selected, you can
choose which one of the 11 focus points should be used to focus the subject and the camera sticks
with that focus point. This mode works best for the stationary subjects but will also be helpful when
you want to focus on particular one subject among many. Nikon D90 automatically uses this option
in a Closeup scene
mode.http://doubleproxymarriage.com/admin/UserFiles/burley-bike-trailer-manual.xml
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In this mode, you have to select the focus point manually by using the multiselector button thump
pad on the back of the camera. 2. Dynamic area When you select this mode, you can select the focus
point but the D90 can use other focus points as well if the subject moves. This mode is the best
option for capturing moving subjects. 3. Autoarea This is default mode for Nikon D90 where camera
selects the focus point for you automatically. I use this mode most of the time and works great. 4.
3Dtracking 11 points In this mode, you select the focus point using the multiselector button but if
your subject moves, D90 tracks subject in 3D direction and reframe it as it moves right, left, up,
down, forward and back. This mode is the best option for sports photography. Enter your email
address Delivered by FeedBurner. Thats a responsibility we take seriously, one that deserves the
best effort were capable of.It also offers 3D focus tracking for more accurate focus on moving
subjects, the same technology found in its big brothers. In the paragraphs below, well look first at
the general characteristics of the cameras AF system, and then talk a bit about the advances carried
over from the D3 and D300. As we noted in the review section covering the viewfinder, the D90 has
a total of 11 autofocus regions, arranged with 9 in an almost square matrix in the central area of the
frame, with two additional ones positioned to the right and left of the central array. Each of the 11
focus areas can be used individually, the center sensor can be switched to wideframe operation for
broader coverage, and an Autoarea AF mode measures all 11 focus areas, automatically determines
which of them are on the primary subject and activates only those areas. As with the D80, only the
center sensor is crosstype, able to respond to subject detail oriented either horizontally or vertically.

Single AF AFS, Continuous AF AFC, and Autoswitching AF AFA options can be selected by pressing
the AF button on the right side of the cameras top panel repeatedly, to cycle through the choices.
Single AF simply means that the camera sets focus only once, when the Shutter button is first
pressed halfway, and is best for stationary objects. Continuous AF means that the camera
continuously adjusts the focus, as long as the Shutter button is halfway pressed, and is best for
moving objects. In AF Auto mode, the camera begins focus operations in singlefocus mode, but
switches to Continuous Dynamic AF if it detects motion within the active AF area. Single Area AF
simply means that the camera judges focus based on one part of the subject, and the user can
manually select the AF point by pressing the arrow keys. Dynamic Area AF employs all of the
autofocus points, though you can still manually select the main point. When Dynamic Area focusing
is enabled, the camera first focuses on the subject in the primary focus area. This is great for
irregularly moving subjects. Sports and kids come to mind. The Autoarea AF option means that the
camera first focuses on the subject in whatever single AF area is selected, but will switch to
Dynamic Area AF if it detects subject motion.You can lock the focus area selection by turning the
switch back to the lock position. What this means is that if you press the right arrow key again, after
the right focus area is already selected, the selection will immediately jump to the left focus area.



The same thing happens when moving the focus area selection vertically as well. The wider zone
could be better for initially acquiring a moving subject, particularly when combined with the
Dynamic Focus option. You can program it to lock either focus or exposure separately, or both
together the default.We particularly liked the Dynamic AF option, but could see where the Group
Dynamic AF option of the D200 would be nice to have in some situations.

https://www.informaquiz.it/petrgenis1604790/status/flotaganis20052022-0756

Group Dynamic AF handles the common situation where its difficult to place a single AF point on a
very active subject at the start of focus tracking. By having a larger area in which to position the
subject, it becomes much easier to initially acquire focus. We thought to call particular attention to
it, because some DSLRs use the flash as an AFassist light. This would be fine, but they also require
that the flash be used in the exposure, so theres no way to have AF assist for availablelight shots.
The D90 doesnt have this limitation. For the first time, the D90 brings this advanced AF technology
to a SLR aimed at the prosumer market. The technology isnt exactly equivalent to that of the
higherend models though Where the D3 and D300 have 1,005 pixel RGB sensors, the equivalent chip
in the D90 has only 420 pixels. And, of course, the D90 has only 11 AF areas vs the 51 of the D3 and
D300. While AF systems have gotten pretty clever at understanding what the subject is doing as it
moves across the frame and toward or away from the camera, a view thats limited to just 11 points
severely restricts the cameras view of whats happening in terms of subject movement. The color
data also helps identify the subject of interest and separate it from the background or other scene
contents. When an AF point initially acquires a lock on a particular subject, the camera immediately
notes the pattern of light and color found at the corresponding point on the RGB array. This provides
much finergrained position information than could ever be obtained from the sparse AF array. The
RGB sensor doesnt provide any distance information, but by more precisely tracking subject
information, it permits a much surer handoff of the subject between AF points. Nikon calls this
advanced, colorbased approach 3D Focus Tracking. As noted above, 3D Tracking focus is one of the
options on the a1 Custom Settings Menu screen.

https://www.efg-badoeynhausen.de/images/Design-Of-Concrete-Structures-14Th-Edition-Solution-Ma
nual-Pdf.pdf
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At first, this sounds like an impossibility, and it would be for a purely conventional phasedetect AF
system. After all, how could the AF sensors tell whether they were focusing on a face or any other
object. All they see is a signal that indicates how far in or out of focus their part of the subject is
Theres nothing that would indicate what type of subject theyre looking at. It obviously doesnt have
anywhere near the resolution of the main image sensor, but theres probably enough to give at least
some idea of where a face might be in the image. We dont know the details of how the 420 pixels are
arranged, but if they were in an array with a 32 aspect ratio to match the overall frame dimensions,
that would be an array on the order of 25 x 17 pixels in size. Pretty paltry by camera image sensor
resolution, but perhaps enough to detect a skincolored blob against a differentlycolored background.
In closeup portraits, this is also probably enough resolution to figure out what part of the subject
corresponds to an eye vs. a nose. In other words, youre still only going to be able to set focus based
on areas covered by the AF points themselves. But what the RGB sensor data can do is to help the
AF system decide which of the AF points to pay attention to. In autoarea AF mode, if we arranged
objects to have several both covered by AF points and at equal distances from the camera, the
camera pretty reliably chose the AF point lying over a face. Even more impressive, if we composed a
portrait shot with several AF points on the subjects face, but only one over an eye, the camera
picked the eye more times than not. It seemed pretty accurate, but well have to spend more time
with a production sample before we can give any idea of how reliable this AF system feature is.
Nonetheless, what we saw struck us as both impressive and useful in actual shooting situations.
Nikon. I am new to digital photography. Is incamera sharpening recommended wit. I shot around 1.
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If yes, hows battery consumption thanks I have had my faithful d90 since 2010. I recently was
wanting to. At one point in time, I was able to move my focus points on my D90 by using the arrow
buttons on the selector on the right while I was taking a shot. Ive not intentionally changed it, so I
dont know what happened and I dont remember the setting I had it on. Now my camera will only
focus on the center point without the ability to move it where I want it. My camera is set on single
point in AFarea mode. The other settings seem to be auto settings, so i have no idea. Any help would
be so appreciated!If not, then Im guessing this is causing your problem.After a while, it decided to
start working again. I had messed with the metering zones and a little deep in the menus having to
do with the AF, but I dont think any of that did anything.When the white line is flipped up and
pointing at the L instead of the dot you will not be able the move the focus point. Page 56 in the
users manual.I will try it out let you know if this was the problem.Thank you million times
over!Thanks again. Gordon’s In Camera book. Rent gear from Borrow Lenses The Nikon D90
features an Fmount which can accommodate most Nikkor lenses, with the DXformat sensor resulting
in their field of view being reduced by 1.5 times. As with all Nikon DSLRs, you’ll need recent lenses
to support the full focusing and metering modes. There’s a compatibility chart in the D90 manual or
specification sheets, but just briefly you’ll need a Type G or D AF including AFS and AFI Nikkor to
support all functions including the most sophisticated 3D Colour Matrix Metering II system. We’re
pleased to report that unlike the entrylevel D40, D40x and D60 bodies, the new D90 retains the
builtin AF motor required to autofocus non AFS lenses. The D90 is available body alone, or in a kit
with the Nikkor DX 18105mm f3.55.6 VR lens.

This is a new lens launched with the D90 which may have a slightly shorter range than the DX
18135mm typically supplied with the earlier D80, but now crucially features Vibration Reduction to
counteract camera shake. Support this site by shopping at Amazon. The DX 18105mm VR has a 5.8x
range that’s equivalent to 27158mm; this takes you from wide angle to reasonable telephoto and we
have examples of how you might use this in our D90 Sample Images page. The telephoto end may be
30mm shorter than the lens commonly bundled with the D80, but it’s 50mm longer than most kit
lenses, and you can see an illustration of this coverage in practice below. Nikon D90 with Nikkor DX
18105mm VR coverage Support this site by shopping below It’s comfortably larger than the typical
1855mm models supplied with entrylevel models see our design page, but also a stepup in
construction and features. For starters it’s an AFS model which means it features a builtin SWM
focusing motor. This allows the lens to focus faster and much more quietly than most kit lenses,
although remember it’s still a budget model so there are quicker lenses in the Nikkor range. There’s
also a slim manual focusing ring with fulltime operation, although no window with distance
markings. This ring is fine for most manual focusing applications, although if you really get into the
D90’s movie mode, you’ll want something smoother and with distance markings. We’re pleased to
report the end section of the barrel does not rotate while focusing, which is good news for users of
polarising filters. As such it’s well worth thinking carefully about whether you’d be betteroff buying
the D90 bodyonly and complementing it with a more sophisticated lens from dayone. Nikon D90
focusing. The Nikon D90 inherits the 11point AF system of its predecessor and employs the same
MultiCAM 1000 module with a single crosstype sensor.

https://www.revistadefiesta.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1628a
426505485---Canon-ir-1020-service-manual-free-download.pdf

The AF mode is changed by pressing and holding the AF button on the top surface of the body while
turning the thumb dial. A switch to the side of the lens mount sets the camera to auto or manual
focus.In Single and Dynamic Area, you can manually adjust the focusing point using the
multiselector, with Dynamic Area also considering surrounding focus points if the subject moves. In
Auto Area, the D90 chooses the focus point automatically. In the new 3D Tracking option, you
manually select a focusing point, after which the D90 will attempt to keep the original subject in

https://www.revistadefiesta.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1628a426505485---Canon-ir-1020-service-manual-free-download.pdf
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focus even if you recompose the shot. 3D Tracking also exploits the metering sensor to use colour
information to help track a subject. Nikon recommends using Dynamic Area for erratically moving
subjects, and 3D Tracking when recomposing photos with relatively static subjects. We’ve detailed
the Live View autofocusing options on the previous Design page, but just briefly here, the D90
exclusively relies on contrastbased AF in Live View, with the choice of three modes Normal Area,
Wide Area and Face Priority. Nikon claims face detection is also used outside of Live View to
recognise and expose for human subjects. In use, the D90’s phasechange AF system worked very
well. Set to the default Auto Area it generally did a good job of recognising the primary subject and
locking the lens onto it, with the active AF points highlighted. Finally, the new 3D Tracking option
was effective at following subjects moving around the frame or as you recomposed with a static
subject; this worked particularly well with strongly coloured subjects which stood out from the
background, although as Nikon recommended, it’s bestsuited to more leisurely motion. As with all
DSLRs which offer a variety of AF options, it’s a case of experimenting to see which works best for
your particular application.

But if you’re shooting a subject in motion and can keep it within the diamond area covered by the 11
AF points, the D90’s Dynamic Area and 3D Tracking modes should keep it sharp. Nikon D90
metering, exposures and bracketing. Support this site by shopping below These are selected by
pressing and holding the metering button on the camera’s top surface while turning the thumb dial.
Note you’ll need a type G or D lens to deliver distance information; other CPU lenses do not include
range data, and therefore fall back on Colour Matrix Metering II. Custom option b3 lets you change
the diameter of the centreweighted area to 6, 8 or 10mm, with 8mm being the default setting. Spot
metering on the D90 uses a circle with a 3.5mm diameter. White Balance bracketing is also
available, again with two or three frames, and with steps of 1, 2 or 3. Exposure bracketing with 2EV
steps is nice to have for HDR work, but specialist photographers will much prefer the 9frame option
on the D300. Nikon D90 antidust. New to the D90 over its predecessor are antidust facilities, which
are implemented in the same way as the D300 and D700. Like those bodies the D90 vibrates the low
pass filter in front of the main sensor in an attempt to shakefree any foreign particles. You can set
the D90 to perform this process at startup, shutdown, both or neither. You can also activate it
manually at any time, along with recording a dust reference frame for automatic dust removal of
images in the optional Capture NX software. With Cleaning set to take place at startup and
shutdown we then powered the camera on and off twice, before taking a series of photos at every
aperture setting of a plain white surface at close range with the Nikkor DX 18105mm VR lens set to
50mm and manually focused to infinity. Dust marks normally become most apparent at the smallest
apertures eg f16 and f22, but it’s also important to test at more common apertures.

Support this site by shopping at Amazon Applying extreme Levels in Photoshop revealed a number of
marks, and we’ve cropped a 100% sample of the worst above right. The exact same area is shown
above left without Levels, and you’re welcome to download it and apply the Levels command to
verify. Since dust marks become less visible at larger apertures, it’s safe to say there weren’t any
offending particles in the other images. But as always, a picture of the effectiveness of antidust
systems can be builtup by anecdotal evidence, so here’s one in the good camp. If you own the D90,
we’d be interested to hear your own experiences with dust in the Nikon section of the Cameralabs
forum. Nikon D90 sensor and processing. As we’ll see there’s some similarities, but also some
differences, at least when considering the complete imaging pipeline. Normal is the default, but we
used Fine for all our test shots. The major difference between the D90 and D300 are that the former
records RAW files with 12 bits of tonal detail, whereas the D300 can opt for 12 or 14 bits. The D300
additionally offers further compression options for both RAW and JPEG files, along with a TIFF
mode, which aren’t present on the D90. The D90’s best quality Large Fine JPEGs typically measure
6MB each, while RAW files measure around 10.8MB Nikon’s figures. It’s always good to save space,
but we’d sooner the D90 employed lossless compression on its RAW files, or at least gave you the



option. For that you’ll need the D300. Nikon supplies its basic View NX conversion software for RAW
files, but the more sophisticated Capture NX 2 remains an optional purchase with a free trial.You
can see how the same image looks at all sensitivities and NR settings in our Nikon D90 High ISO
Noise results pages. Image processing duties are carried out by Nikon’s EXPEED processor.

White Balance can be set to Auto, Incandescent, Fluorescent with seven subpresets, Direct Sunlight,
Flash, Cloudy, Shade, a manually set colour temperature or a custom preset. Each can be finetuned,
and bracketing is also available. Below are crops taken from our resolution test chart taken with the
D90 and DX 18105mm lens at 35mm f8. We shot this using the RAW plus Large Fine JPEG mode.
Below left is a crop taken from the JPEG file which is virtually bereft of any coloured fringing. In the
middle though is the same RAW file, again processed in Capture NX, but this time with CA
Correction disabled. Now you can see the actual optical aberrations of the lens, and equally how the
D90 can greatly reduce them either incamera or using software afterwards. Note the D700’s
Vignette Control is not offered incamera, although you can apply it using Capture NX afterwards.
Nikon D90 JPEG from camera. Nikon D90 RAW without Auto CA The headline processing feature
remains Active DLighting which adjusts the tonal curve of images in an attempt to boost darker
areas without blowing highlights. Unlike Nikon’s earlier DLighting system, the Active version applies
the adjustments to JPEG files as they’re being processed, although normal DLighting is still offered
in the Retouch menu for existing images. The current Active DLighting setting is also stored with
RAW files and applied as you open them in Capture NX, but the software allows you to adjust the
setting, or switch it off entirely if preferred. You don’t however get this option on RAW files if they
were taken with Active DLighting switched off. Active DLighting preserves highlight areas by first
reducing the exposure slightly, then boosting the darker areas with a tone curve. Support this site
by shopping at Amazon The shorter exposure above right has retained more highlight detail, which
in turn has meant the bright window areas are less burntout.

At the other end, dark shadow areas have been reduced, while mid shadows have been boosted,
brightening the dimmer portions of the scene. Boosting shadow areas, especially in conjunction with
a shorter exposure, inevitably increases noise though, and this has become more apparent in the
dark areas. More traditional image processing options are applied using a series of Picture Controls.
If you’re in a real hurry, a Quick Adjust option can boost or lessen a group of settings in one go. Note
the Portrait and Landscape Picture Controls are new to the D90. Custom Picture Controls can be
created incamera or using the supplied software. The D80 delivered vibrant, consumerfriendly
images out of the camera, which could sometimes appear oversaturated under already bright and
colourful conditions. As such, the D90’s default output can appear quite subdued compared to the
D80, and this can come as a bit of a surprise if you’re upgrading from one to the other. If you miss
the D80’s processing strategy though, simply opt for the Vivid Picture Control as your default, or
manually tweak the colour and tone settings until you get the result you desire. Better still, shoot in
RAW and make the adjustments later. Nikon D90 drive modes. The Nikon D90 offers six Release
options Single Frame, Continuous Low, Continuous High, Self Timer, Delayed Remote and Quick
Response Remote. To adjust these settings, press and hold the drive button on the camera’s top
surface while turning the thumb dial. Continuous High records at the D90’s top speed of 4.5fps,
which is a significant boost of its predecessor’s 3fps.The two Remote options are designed for use
with the optional MLL3 infrared remote control; the Quick Response option takes the photo
straightaway while the Delayed option releases the shutter two seconds after you press the button
which is handy to avoid selfportraits or group shots showing the photographer pointing the remote
at the camera.

There’s no explicitlynamed Mirrorlockup facility, but enabling custom option d10 introduces a delay
of about one second between the mirror raising and the shutter opening. The builtin Intervalometer
facilities of the D300 and D700 are sadly not available here. With the D90 set to record Large Fine



JPEGs, we firedoff 50 frames in 11.3 seconds, before the camera began to slow, corresponding to a
rate of 4.46fps. Beyond this, the D90 kept firing, but at a slightly slower rate. Next we set the D90 to
RAW mode and firedoff nine frames in exactly two seconds, corresponding to a rate of 4.5 fps; the
D90 took ten seconds to subsequently clear its buffer and write the data to our card. So the D90
delivered its quoted rate of 4.5fps in practice, which is a decent upgrade over the 3fps of the D80,
although again slower than the 6.5fps of the Canon EOS 40D body which costs the same. PCbased
remote control of the Nikon D90 is possible with the optional Camera Control Pro 2 software. Nikon
should rethink its strategy of charging for RAW processing and remote control software when its
biggest rival gives them away for free even with the cheapest models. Now check out our page
devoted to the Nikon D90 Movie Mode. Continue Nikon D90 Movie Mode Buy me a coffee! May not
be used without permission. Website design by Coolgrey Gordon’s In Camera book. Rent gear from
Borrow Lenses. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. It seems that I fight with the autofocus between low light, not having crosspoint
sensors where I want them, etc. Im wondering if Im better off just installing some sort of manual
focus view finder and turning off autofocus. Also, can manual focus be achieved by people with less
than perfect vision that wear glassesDepending on the scene, it can take a little hunting to achieve
decent focus, but I like that once its found, the camera isnt going to take it into its head to change it.

IMHO, what does work, is change to a less bright viewfinder glass and used that along side AF.I just
spent a weekend my weekend ENDS on Saturday shooting a lot with the 105mm f2.5 AI I just got,
and I am getting used to seeing the dot out of the corner of my eye, using only the center focus
point, and then recomposing. For me, I dont see any reason yet to invest in a KatzEye or something.
I might change my mind later, as Im manually focusing a lot lately. For anything critical that moves
even a little, Id rather use AF, but MF on an old lens is way more fun, if quite a bit more challenging
not a bad thing, btw.Seems counterintuitive why does that work I dont doubt you, just curious thats
all MikeSet aperture to 2.8 and hit the DOF preview observe that the apparent DOF changes only
very slightly. Now take the pictures at f1.4 and 2.8 there is likely a bigger difference than you saw.
This is great for composing with kit lenses and slow zooms, but it means you lose some of the DOF
info, since the screen is collating some of the o.o.f. light together with infocus light. The effect is
apparent until about F4 for my eyes on a D90.Having had a D80, I found that the offcentre AF points
worked quite well with fast primes, until the light went too bad or in low contrast scenes. But more
often than not, the crosssensitive sensor also gave up under such conditions. The reason I raise it, is
because those conditions are also difficult to manual focussing. So it may not help optimising for
manual focus at all.In difficult lighting, the dynamic AF setting may assist with gaining good AF. You
can also use a SB flash to use the infrared assist setting the flash so it does not fire. Works great in
very dark environments. You can also use a small flashlight to light up your subject to get accurate
focus, then turn it off and take the picture. I believe that if the camera can focus correctly manually
with the green dot, it can AF accurately as well.
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